
LINDSAY PHILLIPS – THE SLEEP SONG 

After fronting bands for well over a decade, Lindsay Phillips changed direction.  Armed only with a guitar and a handful of 
arresting songs he stepped back onto the stages of Melbourne in 2005 as a solo artist.  If you are fortunate enough to see him 
perform, it is his voice, all gravel and melodic charm that will pin you.  His songs are laments - haunted offerings to the lost 
souls of love. Whilst committing himself with integrity to this theatre of the romantic-macabre, Phillips still manages worthwhile 
achievements. He has played countless shows in his native Australia, toured parts of North America, and performed extensively 
throughout Europe. 

Following on the heels of two home-recorded EP's and his debut full-length VARNING, the sophomore effort TAEDIUM 
VITAE was released in April 2012 to critical acclaim, and, shortly thereafter, the sombre NECROPOLIS single. Having relocated 
to Sweden in the previous year, a third collection of dirges entitled SOLGUDEN (eng. trans. - THE SUN GOD) was released in 
2013 following which Lindsay coordinated and produced a benefit record for asylum seekers in Australia featuring 25 artists - 
the proceeds went to Asylum Seeker Resource Centre. He released his fourth record PSALM IV: DEN SISTA SORGEN (eng. 
trans. - THE FINAL SORROW) in 2015.  

Written and recorded at intervals between October 2015 and April 2017, THE SLEEP SONG depicts Lindsay at yet another 
juncture on the course of life – at home taking care of his young son in a rural farmhouse 1-½ hours north of Stockholm. In fact, 
several of these new songs were conceived whilst ‘humming’ his child to sleep by day…perhaps one might discern a nursery-like 
quality in some of the melodies displayed here. Lyrically, Lindsay continues to plumb the depths of the morbidity and mortality 
of the human condition. 

 

"...Phillips has come out of nowhere with this wrenching first album of gallows folk. It's quite literally timeless." Doug Wallen - 
Mess + Noise  

"(Taedium Vitae) has a ponderous frontier drama that unfolds at the pace of a trusty steed ridden through a beautifully barren 
land." Kate Hennessy - Sydney Morning Herald **** 

"When Phillips' warble wraps around the pedal steel on Only You (And The Lord), you know you're in the presence of a rare 
artist." Darren Levin - The Age (MELB) **** 
 
"...it’s evident that in the purest pairing of voice and acoustic guitar he has found his match." Al Newsted - alsmusicrant.blog 
 
"...he doesn't suffer from the glibness or thoughtlessness of many of the other singer-songwriters out there. He seems to be 
playing straight from the heart and it is this that puts him a head above the rest." Matt Dawson - Beat 
 
"...Solguden is folk music's essence..." Kate Hennessy - The Age (Melb.) & Sydney Morning Herald ****1/2 
 
"...I feel like I should listen to more material of Phillips before I completely write him off as an artist who needs to pull his head 
out of the cave of recording darkness..." Sosefina Fuamoli - The AU Review 
 
"...there's little to fault about this (Taedium Vitae) record." Mel Drummond - thedwarf.com.au 
 
"...Taedium Vitae may mean “the weariness of life” in Latin, but this may also be the sweetest album about death you’ll hear 
anytime soon." Doug Wallen - Mess + Noise 
 
"...Lindsay Phillips may have one of the most distinctive voices in Australian music today...and he uses it to devastating effect..." 
Single Review - Mess + Noise 
 
"His music stands apart - and in my mind, above - any particular scene." Kate Hennessy - Mess + Noise 
 
"...I don't often hear a voice that brings something new to the mix. Lindsay Phillips does that...Psalm IV: Den Sista Sorgen is a 
bit of a snowflake in the modern folk scene." Laura - Sounds Of Oz 
 
"Not a note - sung or plucked - is wasted (on Psalm IV: Den Sista Sorgen)" Kate Hennessy - Sydney Morning Herald **** 
	  


